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VP ·c andidate Quayle coming to UCF
Junior senator makes first Florida stop since being chosen two weeks ago at convention
by David Schlenker
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Vice presidential candidate Dan
Quayle will make a brief appearance at
UCFthis Friday, according to informed
sources from the Bush/Quayle campaign.
UCF officials learned of the
candidate's arrival late Friday afternoon
Quayle will arrive in Orlando for a
closed reception at the exclusive downtown Citrus Club.
Holding tight on a strong defense,
Quayle will make a point of stopping at
UCFs budding Research Park. He
then plans to visit the campus for a
student rally in side the Student Center

Auditorium (SCA) at about 4:30 p.m.
Although this will be the junior
senator's first visit to Florida since his
nomination during the Republican National Convention two weeks ago, he is
no stranger to Central Florida.
When Bush was about to announce
his running mate, Quayle met a Central Florida delegate in the crowd,
asked him his name and revealed to
him that he was Bush's choice.
Later, when Quayle met the press,
he referred to the confrontation.
"I think it's important that the Republican vice presidential candidate is
coming," said Student Body President
Denver Stutler. "It is an outstanding
indication from Bush and Quayle that
they think enough of the Orlando area,
and especially UCF, to make this their

stop."
One reason that Quayle is showing
great interest in the UCF area comes
from his stand on a strong national
defense. UCF's reputation in Engineering and the Research Park's work
involving the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) are of prime interest to the
Republican Party.
"He is obviously pro- education and
youth," claims Scott Walker, UCF
graduate and Southern Regional College Coordinator for the campaign.
"His main focus is on a strong defense."
In observing the Research Park's
development on SDI, Walker added
that the senator "wants to see the
future of American defense."
One provision regarding Quayle's
appearance on campus states that

there must be a large tum out during
the student rally.
As student opinion polls reveal, this
campus leans towards the Republican
Party, and SG officials request their
support, as well as others, to meet this
provision.
Representatives from the local 'Victory '88: Bush for President' headquarters predict that Quayle will primarily focus on "student issues".
This stop "shows the prominence
that UCF is attaining in the area of
scholastics," Walker concluded.
"We really hope that this will open
opportunities for other candidates,
possibly even from Dukakis and
Bentsen," Stutler said.
Students are urged to come early to
the SCA, for seating may be limited.

IS THIS DISNEY?
No, actually this is an indicator of the parking situation to be encountered by all studen1s at one
time or another. This is the student-made lot in front of the Education Building.

UCF gets OK for student union;
complex to promote awareness
by Benjamin B. Markesan
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The only school in the State University System without a Student Union learned Thurs..
day that its long-time dream of having such a
facility will become a reality.
The office of SUS Chancellor Charles Reedinfonned Student Body President Denver Stutler that UCF will be allocated $2.35 million
from the State Capital Improvement Trust

Fund CCITF) for building the first phase of a
Student Union.
That fund contains $70 million: $20mil1ion
in CITF funds and $50 million raised from the
sale of bonds in April.
"[The state has] given us some planning
schedules. In order to be on line and have the
money spent we have to get the ball rolling,"
said Stutler.
"It's really exciting what's going to happen
SEE UNION PAGE 3
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COMING SEPTEMBER Sth & 9th
•

TO THE UCF GYM ...
THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER'S

•

•

A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO GET
TOGETHER TO
DISCUSS CAREER
AND EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.
ONE PM TO FIVE PM

ONE PM TO FIVE PM

THURSDAY SEPT. 8

THURSDAY SEPT. 9

NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS

TECHNICAL MAJORS .

(All Business Majors, Liberal Studies, Humanities
&Fine Arts, Social Studies, Etc.)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:
FBI
NCR
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinel Communications
U.S. Navy
Crossroads Hospital
U. S. Office Of P.ersonnel Management
Nielsen Media Research
Harris Semiconductor
American Pioneer Telephone
Norrell Servcies
Arthur Andersen
Arthur Young
Touche Ross
Koivu, Ruta & Company
Lovelace Roby
Seidnman & Seidman
Ernst & Whinney
Barnett Bank
Sun Bank
Florida National Bank
First Union National Bank
Citizens &Southern National Bank
Southeast Bank
General Electric Lighting
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Allstate Insurance Co.
Wallace Computer
Mutual Of Omaha
Toys "R" Us
Haverty Furniture Co.
CM Financial Group
U. S. Treasury, Bureau of A. T. & F.
Stuart Jam es
9West
Quaker Oats Co.
Peat Marwick Main & Co.
State Farm Insurance Co.
Auditor General - State Of Florida

(Engineering, Computer Science, Natural
Sciences, Health)
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS:
FBI
NCR
United Telephone
EDS
ORMC
Sentinal Communications
U.S. Navy
Crossroads Hospital
U. S. Office Of Personnel MAnagement
Nielsen Media research
Harris Semiconductor
Harris Government Systems
Harris Controls & Composition
American Pioneer Telephone .
Pratt & Whitney
Southern Bell
Martin Marietta
Florida Power & light
Florida Power Corporation
AT&T
Naval Training Systems Center
Intergraph Corporation
NOAA Officers Corps
Concurrent Computer Corp.
Norrell Services
UPS
Post Buckley Schuh & Jernigan, Inc.
State Farm Insurance Co.

LOCATION: UCF Gymnasium · Education Building TIME: One PM to Five PM Both Days

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

..
•

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT JIM GRACEY INTHE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER• ADMIN. 124 • 275-2361
•

•

•
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UNION

•

I 11

here," said Stutler. He credited the administration with helping SG and the
Student Union Planning Committee
lobby the Board of Regents (BOR) for
the funds.
"I think this is just a sign the administration has finally realized the
SU is important and is willing to do
what· it takes to get it for us," said
Stutler.
The facility will provide a centralized location for students to participate in recreational and club activities.
SG Vice President Ross Wolf called
the Student Union "something that the
university needs to promote student
awareness on this campus."
He said he hopes the facility eventually will include offices and meeting
space for student organizations, a
game room, and pool tables.
SG Comptroller Dash Wendrzyk
said the SU "sounds like it's going to be
a great benefit to the students. We can
probably do a lot more of the things
which we have been planning on, which
are more rooms for clubs to meet in and
better facilities."
. Stutler said he hoped that a groundbreaking ceremony for the complex
could be held in February.
However, that has not yet been decided by the Planning Committee.
Current plans call for. the facility to
be located on the north side of Pegasus
Circle, between Apollo and Mercury
Circles, that is on the opposite side of
the Library from the Administration
Building.
University President Trevor Colboum has also sent a letter to Reed
asking the BOR, which oversees the
activities of the state universities, to
advance UCF an additional $2.73 million in CITF funds.
The decision on that request was expected by the early part of this week.
The CITF fee at UCF is $4.82 per
credit hour, which students pay as part
of their tuition.
Over the next three years, the uni-

versity projects it will raise $3. 7 million
from the fee.
"What we're asking for is a IOan on
that money because for sure its going to
[be collected]," said Stutler.
According to Stutler, the decision to
request the $2. 35 million from the
BOR came about because the board
sent a letter to Dr. John Bolte, vice
president for administration and finance "inquiring and requesting action
on our money.
"At which point, we came to the
conclusion all we would get for $2 [.35]
million is another Wild Pizza."
That prompted the request for additional funds to build a larger facility.
The total of more than $5 million
from both requests would provide UCF
students "very suitable facilities, a lot
[ofl what we need," said Stutler.
If only the $2.35 million was received, the first phase of the student
Union would total roughly 15-17,000
square feet, said Stutler, and would be
a single, large multi-purpose room.
With the additional $2.73 million
the first phase would be about 50,000
square feet.
Greg Gent, 21, a senior radio/television major, felt that "UCF is greatly in
need for a Student Union. Basically
we're a commuter campus and we really need more student functions on
and about campus."
Derek Snowden, 18, a freshman computer science major said,"Since I
haven't been here long, I'm not really
sure what the students as a whole are
looking for.
As time goes on [I'll know] what
their interests are, but for now as a
freshman I think it's a real good idea."
Planning is complete on the facility,
whose two phases are projected to cost
$11.4 million by the SUPC.
The building will cost a total qf $8.5
million with the rest going for other
expenses.
The Student Union will be operated
and maintained with funds in the Student Union Trust fund, which currently contains $370,000.

• SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP

•

The National Space Club
will award a $7,500 scholarship for the 1989-90 academic
year.
The scholarship jg in memory of Dr. Robert H. Goddard,
America's rocket pioneer.
For more information, contact the Nati on al Space Club/
Goddard Scholarship,
655
15th St., N.W., Suite 300,
Washington, D.C. 20005.

The McKnight Program
announces applications are
being accepted for the 1989-90
fellowship class. Each fellowship provides an $11,000 stipend, plus up to $5,000 in tuition.
Applicants must be black
American citizens. Areas of
study are restricted to any
field of study in Arts and Sciences, Mathematics, Business
or Engineering.
Applications must be postmarked by January 15, 1989.
and can be obtained in ADM
144.

•ENGINEERING AWARDS

The American Concrete
Institute will award three
scholarships of $2,500 each.
Applicants must have completed studies for a bachelor's
degree in engineering, and
must be accepted for graduate
study in the area ofconcrete.
The deadline for application
is December 16, 1988.
For more information
please contact Will Shaffner
at 275-2827.
• WATERSKI FOR TUITION

The American Water Ski
Educational Foundation will
award six scholarships for the
1989-90 school year.
·
Persons interested in applying should write to: AWSEF
Scholarship, 799 Overlook Dr.
, Winter Haven, FL., 33884.
Deadline for applications is
March 1, 1989.

•

FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

LISTENING

This seminar is for individuals who realize the value
of listening in their personal,
social, and professional life.
The program will be presented
at the Rollins College, Bush
ScienceCenter,Room108. The
fee is $55.
To receive a complete brochure or to register, call 6462604.
• CAMPUS JOBS

The office of Student Information is looking for a few good
Juniors or Senoirs to work on
campus. Applicants must be
work-study qualified and have
spent at least two semesters on
campus.

Tom Webeter/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This is an example of Johann Eyfell's metal stack sculptures in front of the
·Fine Arts Building .

Prof shows work
art formed by subjecting a three
layer
sandwich of paper to substanCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tial weights and gravitational pressures for several weeks, is the
Dr. Johann Eyfells is cur~ media he selected for three pieces iri
rently presenting his works in sculp- his exhibit. Dr. Eyfells reVived the
ture and paper that rely on concepts word collapsions especially for
of space and time at the Art Gallery. these works. Examining his art he
The exhibit consists of four depicts, "one can see it as a kind of
series of works: Difference as Es- tool box for thinking within a disence, Linguistically, Paper Col- mensionless space."
lapsions, and three metal stack
.
Finally, there are his metal
sculptures.Difference as Essence, stack sculptures. These sculptures
which is an audio-visual series, con- are created by stacking seven to·
sists of three pieces. Dr. Eyfells eight geometric, aluminum layers.
claims that he was straddling two The sculptures presented in this
basic means of communication in exhibit are circular, triangular and
these works: words and pictures. He cubical. Eyfells says, "The simple
explains, "We can use words to show solution to reach outside the rigid
something and use pictures to say frame work might be seen through
a certain movement through time
something."
Linguistically, a new word and space."
The exhibit, which began
created by a certain necessity felt by
Eyfells, includes two works from a on Aug. 19, will continue through
series of seven. In describing these September 14 in the UCF Art Galworks, he explains that the "creative lery. The gallery is located in the
challenge implicit within (the do- Fine Arts Building, Rm 305. The
mains of the piece) is the energy gallery hours are Monday through
needed to look outside it's tacit Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, contact the Art Dethinking."
Paper Collapsions, a type of partment at 275-2676.
by Kris Benham

For more information
please contact Steve Considine in the Student Affairs suite
or phone 275-2821.
• CLUB MEETING
The American Society for
Personnel Administration, a
national professional organization of Human Resource/
Personnel managers, is having its first meeting of this
year on Thursday, September
1, at 3:30 p.m. in PH210.
Dr. George Solomen of the
Small Business Administration in Washington, D.C. will
Discuss "Small Business Personnel Requirements in the
Future" will be the featured
speaker.
• REFRESHER COURSES

The UCF College of Engineering will again offer fall
refresher courses for those
preparing for professional
examinations.
The campus courses are
conducted in conjunction with
the Florida Engineering Society, and will extend from September 12 through April 3,
1989.
Additional information on
both courses is available by
contacting Dr. J.P. Hartman
at the UCF College of Engineering; phone .(407) 2752455.

September 10, at Cypress
The American Collegiate Gardens.
Poets Anthology is sponsoring
Contestants will donate $5
a poetry contest for college to race a duck which will benefit the American Cancer Socistudents.
A cash prize of $100 will be ety.
.
The first place winner will
awarded for first place. Deadline for entries is October 31, win a trip for two to Hawaii.
For more information call
1988.
For more information, con- the American Cancer Society
tact International Publica- at (407) 843-8680.
tions at (213) 755-1814.

• POETRY CONTEST

• CHILD ABUSE

Laural Oaks Hospital will
present "The Silent Shame", a
seminar which addresses prevention and coping techniques
for child abuse and neglect.
The seminar will be held 8:30
a.m. to 4:15 p.m. on Friday,
September 16, 1988 in the
Enzian Theater at Jordan's
Grove, Maitland Florida. For
more information contact ·
• LUPUS MEETING
The Lupus Foundation of Jeanne Rodriguez at (407)
Florida will be holding a chap- 352-7000.
ter support group meeting
September 10, at the House of • UCF BIATHLON
The 3rd annual UCF BiathBethel, atl p.m.
In addition, a lupus semi- lon will be held on September
nar, co-sponsored by the UCF 24, 1988.
.
.
Department of Nursing,, will
This event iilc\ides a 2 mile
be held October 22.
run, a 8 mile bike race, and
For more information, con- another 2 mile run. All ages
tact the Lupus Foundation at are invited to come and partici295-8500.
pate in the event and other
race day activities.
For more information write:
•DUCK RACE
The Great American Duck The Track Shack, 1322 · N.
Race will be held on Saturday, Mills Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.
•KNIGHT RUN

A 5K race will be run at the
University Shoppes on September 9, 1988 at 7:00 p.m.
The ·entry fee is $7 and will go
towards developing the UCF
Track Club.
For more information call
281-1462.
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New course offered this fall
Students will consider idea, outline, treatment, first draft, revisions, and structure. They
will also discuss specific written advice from
noted playwrights and screen writers, as well
as technical terms, the format of scripts, and
the roles of the director and the producer. "They
will learn how to do it, by God!" Becker proclaimed.
Guest speakers from 'the industry' will spice
up the term with their extra knowledge and
expertise. One of these guests is Steve Brown,
the former writer/producer with the television
series Cagney and Lacey.
Brown is now working on a one-hour television pilot, Men, which is to premiere on ABC
some time this fall. Students will study Men
during the week of its debut and then contrast
the pilot script with the shooting script.
Finally, students will be required to complete an original script of their own.

Jenny Schuessler
CENRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This fall the English Department is offering
a course in script writing, CRW 3410.
According to the instructor, Stephen Becker,
~tudents will study three half-hour, four onehour television pilots, and six feature film scenarios. All the scripts are by professionals.
Some of the scripts have been produced, some
are in the works, and others are rejections.
In fact, one of the pilots, Gasoline Alley, and
one of the feature films were written by Becker
a distinguished lecturer in English and the
author of eleven novels.
Becker stresses that this class will be a
"hands-on experience and not just based on
theory" and students will be able to see first
hand "what works and what doesn't work."
1

Minerva's Bridal Suite
•

Uc6

CINEMA

12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS

MIAMI CONNECTION • R

FROM

UCF •277-1454

COCKTAIL· R

at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00

at 2:05-4:()5-{):05-8:05-10:05

WHO FRAMED ROGER RASBIT • pc;p

NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET IV· R

at 1:45-3:50-6:00-8:15-10: 15

at 2:15-4:15-6:15-8: 15·10: 15

at 2:10-4:45-7:20-10:00

at 1:55-4:05-{):10-8: 10-10:1 0

HOTTO TROT· PG

Wanna get
rich quick?
iVutt> pa1hetic. You cane do anything
right!"

"Why doni you go andfmd some orher
place to live.'"
'1 wish you were nei'er born."
Children believe what their parents tell
them. Next time, stop and listen to what
you're saying. You might not believe your

iVu disgust me. Jus1 shut up!"
"Hey stupid.' Don~ yau know how to
listen:'
"Get ~utta here! I'm sick oflooking at
yourface.
•
ears.
"1Vure mo~ trouble than you're won11:·
Take time out. Don't take it out on your kid.
Af'Wc Se.<w:eo1 , , . , :I: Write: National Committee for Preventi n of hilcl Abu •
n.e~~~ '1lr Bo 2866E. h1cago.JL60690

Income is up over 30%.
* Our Jobless Rate is the envy of most sections of
the country.
Gross
sales are up almost 300% from 1979.
*
* Crime Rate is down in Orange County 24.4%.

*

So do we. But until you win the lottery, you
could gain valuable experience by working at
The Central Florida Future. We are accepting
applications for News, Sports, and Confetti
writers as well as Ad Reps and photographers.
If you think you might be interested, stop by
our office today.

FIERCE
COMPETITION

Why change leadership now?

ELECT
HAL MARSTON
Commission District 3

A MAN OF PROVEN:
HONESTY - INTEGRITY - CONCERN
Paid Political Ad

The Authentic ltallan Pizza with Great Taste

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

SUPER SLICE
With Cheese & One Topping
and Your Favorite Soft Drink

8 INDIVIDUAL PIZZA
11

With Cheese & One Topping,
Salad and Soft Drink
BEER & WINE

DINECALL-OUT

679·5360

10065 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

(Suncrest Village, N. E. Corner of
University Blvd. and Dean Road)

10°/o
DISCOUNT
with
Collegel.D.
• Notvalld
with speclals

PI
SIGMA
EPSILON

For those who
dare to experience
their potential.

•

•

•

•

•
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Landlord/Tenant
Rights: Landlord's Obligations

•

This is the fi rst in a serf.es of articles concerning your legal rights. The series did start
over the summer break, but was brought back
since most students were not on campus. This
article addresses the landlords' obligation to
maintain the rental premises during the landlord I tenant relationship.
The landlord at all times during the
tenancy shall: comply with the requirements of
the building, housing and health codes. In the
absence of codes, the landlord is obligated to
maintain the roofs, windows, screens, doors,
floors, steps, porches, exterior walls, foundation
and all other structural components in good
repair and capable of resisting normal forces
and loads and the plumbing in reasonable working condition. The landlord of a dwelling unit,
other than single-family home or a duplex, unless provided for in writing, shall make provision for the extermination of pests, locks and
keys, the clean and safe condition of common
areas, garbage removal and outside receptacles,
heat during the winter, running water and hot
water.
The landlord may provide in the rental
agreement that the tenant is obligated to pay,
"*fue costs for garbage removal, water, fuel and
utilities.
If a landlord fails to comply with these
provisions, complaints can be directed to the
housing inspector at 628-2200 or contact the
Student Legal Services Program at 275-2538.
The office is located in the Student Center, Room
210; consultation with the program attorney is
l;>y appointment only. The consultation is free of
charge to UCF students.

t

K~\

GOIGEL
FROM PAGE 1

Council Justice and Panhellenic President; serving
on th e Student Senate, Executive Cabinet of Student
Government, Orientation Team, President Leadership Council, as well as being a member of Delta
Delta Delta.
"I really think it's those activities that made a difference between myself and the other candidates,"
Goigel added.
While serving as the Student Regent, Goigel hopes

:f~
~

rn
~

Cheryl Pinger, a junior education major, reads a book for pleasure before mandatory reading assignments
take over. Pinger is reading Three Steps Forward, Two Steps Back while relaxing on the hill adjacent to the
bookstore.
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~
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A UCF STUDENT ?
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~
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to get a few things accomplished. "I would like the
work heavily with the tuition task force," Goigel said.
This committee was set-up to work with the rate of
tuition increase in an attempt to keep it more steady.
Another issue that she is interested in is academic
advising. "I think that freshmen especially need
professional academic advisors. Peer advisors are
very good at what they do, but when the students
enter their second semester, maybe they want to
change their major.
They go to the professor assigned as their advisor,
who is very busy. I really believe that academic
advisors who are professional can really help the
students." Goigel said.

Come Out And
Celebrate UCF's
25th Birthday

Date: September 7
Time: 12 - 2 P.M.
• Cake Cutting Ceremony
• Pie-Eating Contest
Grand Prize Champagne Balloon Ride
Rosie O'Grady's Church St. Station

Deadline for Applications to participate in.Pie-bating
Contest is September 3rd. ·

'-
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viT PC Computing
·pc Magazine
reg $15.94
AW

WORLD PRESS

YOUNG MISS
WRITER'S DIGEST
PC World
9 iss $12.47
WO 10 iss $10.95 . YM PC Tech. Journal

LE

NATIONAL LAMPOON
NEW REPUBLIC•
MS 1 yr $8.95
NL 1 yr $28
NR
reg $15.95
reg $56

ISS

~

Pl

..

SAVVY
$9
reg $18

SCIENCE DIGEST
SY 6 iss $9.95
SC
reg $12.95

STEREO REVIEW
SUCCESS
SP 12 iss $6.97
ST 10 iss $8.97
reg $13.94
reg $17.94

TENNIS
SU 1 yr $8.97
reg $17.94

TN

OR MAIL COUPON TO: UNIVERSITY SUBSCRIPTION· DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE

·

Reg USS
Price Price
24.97 14.97

1. Guaranteed lowest price or we will refund the qifference.
2. Guaranteed satisfaction or we will refund any unused portion of asubscription ordered through us.
H,OW TO ORDER: Just write the codes for the magazines you wish to order
(example TV for one year TV GUIDE) circling® if renewal. Print your name and
address and mail today. ·

22 . 501~001-~~~~R~~~~R~~~~R~~~~~R~~~~R~~~~R~

24.00 14.40
24.00 18.00

WORKING WOMAN Family Computing . 12 iss. FC 19.97 10.99
WORKING MOTHER
WN High Technology
12 lss. HT 30.00 24.95 '
24 iss $12.95
WM 12 iss $9
12 iss. MU 27.00 14.97
Mac User
reg ·$25.90
reg $18

reg $14

GAMES
$11.97
reg $11.97

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL.1-800-852-0852

TT 26 iss $15.97
UM
reg $23.95

COMPUTER TITLES

Magazine
WOMEN'S
SPORTS
A+
(Apple Comp.)
WEIGHT WATCHERS
WO · C~s~m Cmptrlmg
12 iss $13.97
WW 12 iss $1095
·
Compute
reg $13.97
reg $12.95
Computer's Gazette

reg $18

ISS

OUTDOOR LIFE
PENTHOUSE•
PHOTPGRAPHIC
PLAYBOY•
OT 1 yr $8.97
PH 1 yr $19
Ol 1 yr $30
PN 12 ISS $7.97
reg $13.94
reg $36
reg $15.94
reg $26

VIDEO MRKTPLCE
VIDEO REVIEW
VM 1 yr $7.97
VI 6 iss $9.97
VR
reg $12
reg $12

VILLAGE VOIC£
WASHINGTON POST
1 yr $19.95
VV 26 iss $19.50
WP
reg $37.44
reg $21

REVIEW

FB 6

HIGH FIDELITY
HOCKEY DIGEST
FH 1 yr $6.98
HF 8 iss $7.97
HD
reg $13.95
reg $18

PRACTICAL
PREVENTION
RADIO
ROAD & TRACK
RUNNER'S WORLD
1 yr $13.97
HOMEOWNER
PR
ELECTRONICS
1 yr $12.99
RT 12 iss $12.97
RW 12
pp 9 ISS $9.97
NS
reg $13.97
1 yr $15.97
RA
reg $19.94
reg $19.95

THE ARTIST
TRUE STORY
TURTLE
9 iss $12.47
TS 1 yr $9.97
TA 1 yr $9.97
reg $18
reg $11.95
reg $14.95

1 yr $16.97

FORBES••
1 yr $29.95
FD
reg $45

INCOME
INSIDE SPORTS
INSTRUCTOR
JACK & JILL
LEARNING
HUMPTY DUMPTY
HR 1 yr $9.97
HU
OPPORTUNITIES
8 ISS S7.97
IS 10 iss $11.97
IR 1 yr $9.97
JJ 1 yr $12.96
reg $12
reg $11.95
12 iss 4.98
10
reg $22.22
reg $18
. reg $11 .95

Metropolitan Home Modern Photography
MONEY MAl(ER
MOTHER JONES
MOTOR CYCLIST
MS
1 yr $11.97
MH 1 yr $6.99
MP 1 yr $9.98
MM 1 yr $16
MJ 12 ISS $7.97
MR 1 yr $10.97
reg $15
reg $13.98
reg $13.98
reg $24
reg $15.94
reg $16

·POPULAR
PHOTOGRAPHY

BICYCLING
$9.97
reg $15.97

ISS

12 iss. MW 30.00 15.00
12 iss. PG 19.94 14.97
18 iss. PE 36.79 19.97

12 iss. PW 29.90 14.97
12 iss. PJ 34.97 19.97
Personal Computng 1 year PC 18.00 11.97

D Mrs. D Mr.

0Miss 0Ms.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'--..:___ _ state __ Zip _ _ _ __

D College Student. Year of grad.
School Name
0 Budget Plan (113 per month)
Sign Here
·

19

O Educator O Administra'tor
3840

C Bill Me.' O Enclosed$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Payable to USS)

0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD Good thru - - - - - - - - - - . . : . . . - - - Card No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
•Payment with order only •Only for new subscription

•

•
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Center gets cash for plan
by Cathy Brubaker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Band"
NO COVER
CHARGE

Cassleton Corners Shopping Plaza
1007 N. Hwy. 436

~~---

~ lw.J ~

North of Aloma on 436

With the right HP calculator,
there's no telling what
you can achieve.

NEW:
HP-22$

HP-178

On July 1, the UCFinstructional computing
center received $64,000 for a program in optical
storage technology for educators and students.
Optical storage technology is a system where
Education students and teachers can learn
about new technology in the teaching field
through computers.
The center has already bought three computers. Dr. Donna Baumbach, of Education Services, said some of the money "will go toward the
purchase of disks and other software." Some
disks are data bases, some contain encyclopedia
information, which costs about $299, according

to Baumbach.
"We will also use the grant money to make
brochures," claimed Baumbach. The center
hopes to spread the word about the new technology this way.
Designed mainly for the education major,
students preview technology and view alternatives to traditional teaching methods. Baumbach added, "it will change the quality of the
research paper."
In the future, the teaching methods will be introduced in the K-12
education system. Baumbach said, in reference
to ~ recent seminar, "one group of principals
were really excited [about the program]."
The instructional computing center is located on the second floor of the education building in the learning resources center.

HP-12C

Hewlett-Packard features a full line of business
nd technical calculators for students.
Pick out the one that's right for you.
(h~ HEWLETT
Come in today.
~ PACKARD

1'J INTERNATIONAL

HOMEWORK ALREADY?

Calculator & CoIDputer

2914 Corrine Drive

898-0081

Kevin Davenport , a senior majoring in English, is checking out his books at It's Academic, the new
bookstore across the street from UCF.

... Will becotne available August 29th, at 9:00 a.in. and -w-ill be
turn e d in at the titne of Declaration of Candidacy -w-hich -will
run Septetnber 5th t hrough 8th: 9:00 a.tn. - 5:00 p.tn. Active
catnpaigning -w-ill start on Septetnber 12th at 6:00 p.tn.
The petitions can be picked up at the Senate Secretary's office in
the Student Government Building Room 155.
or two
Senate seats,
candidates must
have twentyfive
(25)
signatures (of
students
currently
enrolled in his/
her College) on
the
Petition
form.
on~

Colleges
three or more
Senate sea ts,
candidates must
have fifty (50)
sigpatures (of
students
currently
enrolled in his/
her College) on
the Petition
form.

Candidates for an
At-Large position
must have one
signatures on the
Petition form
totalling either
two hundred
(200) or five
p~rcent (5%) of
the Fall semester
enrollment,
whichever is
least.

EXPENSE
LIMITS
Specific
College seats
in the Student
Senate= sioo. 00
At-Large seat
in the Student
Senate = $150.00

"l'l ·. . . .
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Alex
Cole
August 31
8:00 P.M.

SAC
CAMPUS
COMEDIAN
OF THE YEAR

"In all your life, you've never laughed so hard."
Miss University of .central · Florida
Scholarship Pageant
an official preliminary of the Miss America Pageant

Jennifer Waldron

L i sa Lorenze

1984

198 5

Cynthi a M o ore

1988
0

?

•

•

•

Traci Wixon

Ann Darus

1986

1987

1989

Contestants Inform ational
Meeting
5:00 Sept. 9, 1988
In the SOL

. Call 275-2070 or come by SC 202

Committee Informational
Meeting
5:00 Sept. 9, 1988 ·
In the SOL

f~r

*

more information
•
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Need some great
furniture?
•

At super prices?

Right away?
MODEL COLLECTIONS SELLS FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES STRAIGHT
FROM CENTRAL FLORIDA'S FINEST
MODEL HOMES TO YOU AT A DISCOUNT.
~

•

CALL US ABOUT SPECIFIC ITEMS - OR - VISIT
OUR SHOWROOM.
WE'RE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.
MON - SAT 10-7 +SUNDAY 12-5
si

~ tt-\~

PRINCETON

~
CO

IJ'jM;~(IY

~

MODEL
COLLECTIONS

WORK BEFORE PLEASURE
UCF's marching band is already hard at work recruiting new members, as well as getting prepared
for its first show.

2000 ALDEN ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32803
407-898-0220

CORRECTIONS
Volume 21, Number 2 - The headline on the
story about Biblical Hebrew should have read:
Class on Hebrew.

FOOD AND SPIRITS

.
.
.
.
..

CALL US FOR YOUR PARTY NEEDS
EntertaiIUDent Wednesday thru Sunday

Social Hour
Featuring uTHE EDGEn
Friday~ Sept. 2
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM - 7 PM
Munchies & Hors d'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

Register to vote in the upcoming elections.
Every voice has the right to be heard .

Large Screen T. V.
Monday Night Garnes
Free hot dogs at halftime

Tuesday Evening
Gentleman's Special
House Brands & Domestic Draft Beer $1.00

Wednesday -Your Night
All Call Brands $1.25

Thursday Evening
Ladies Special
Margaritas. Pina Coladas. Strawberry &
Banana Dacquiries and House Brands ...

$1.00

•

Saturday & Sunday Special
Bloody Marys ... $1.00

..

Special trip to uMargaritaville"

Aug. 31st 9:00 PM
Courtesy of Senor Jose Cuervo
Dance to the rhythm
& drink from the fountain (FREE)

12247 University Blvd.

282· 2476

WAREHOUSE
FURNITURE
NAME BRAND
MANUFACTURERS
SAVE 40to

sA
· L E ,• ,•

PRICES GOOD THROUGH 9/15/88

70°/o
FREE
LAYAWAY--

5 PIECE MODULAR
PLAY PIT GROUP
MANY OTHER
STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM

BRAND
NEW

. .
.
0 pllllon ;1•1111•1•1,llT~ltl"S*IB91tfilllriBlllBftllllli~tlJ:!lllllDlf~~~~'S
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Quayle's visit needs
students' support to
cure political a·pathy
There is always excitement in the air when a nationally recognized figure, be it a celebrity or other
noted personalities, appears on campus. Comedians
and hypnotists have never failed to pack UCF students into the Wild Pizza and the Student Center
Auditorium.
The status of" celebrity" could not be better defined
than those who are currently running for our nation's
two top offices. These four men are the focus of daily
front page stories and often entire newspaper sections. They are talked about every evening on both
the national and local television news. What could
you call people like that except "celebrities"?
Well, by now you have heard the news that Republican vice-presidential candidate Dan Quayle will
make a brief appearance on our campus thi s Friday.
This man is not a college oriented comedian or hypnotist, yet as previously indicated, he is much more
important. This why Senator Quayle at least deserves your presence in the Student Center Auditorium (SCA).
This campus, as well as many other contemporary
colleges, suffer from severe political apathy. This fact
is backed by taking into consideration the total
number of students enrolled at UCF and then comparing that figure to the membership of the UCF
College Democrats and College Republicans.
A recent survey conducted by The Central Florida
Future reveals that most of140 summer school students claim to be Republicans, yet at least 20% of the
students polled were very unfamiliar with the actual
issues. How can you honestly claim party affiliation
if you don't make any attempt to know the issues.
This fact indicates that the political decisions this
20%makes are based on appearance and other superficial elements.
Part of those UCF students polled in the survey,
and a numerous amount of those not polled, are not
even registered to vote. A very few truly believe that
their decision doesn't make a difference, but the rest
that aren't registered just don't care.
Whether you are a supporter of Dan Quayle or not,
you owe it to him and especially yourselves to at least
hear what he stands for. He more than deserves the
respectofany guest that has been here in the past. G<>
in with the attitude that you are hearing the views of
a political candidate and not just going to see a
famous person.
Show your school spirit by wearing your UCF
apparel to the rally. Keep in mind that The Central
Florida Future is still looking for those students who
dare wear articles of clothing from other universities.
Our cameras will be at the rally, photographing
Quayle as well as students with putrid gator and
seminole shirts on.
The student body ofUCF could not ask for a better
time to get involved with politics. No mat ter who your
choice is for the office, bring your school spirit to the
rally and be heard. With luck, the other candidates
may be urged to make our campus their next stop as
well. Apathy breeds ignorance. Be in the SCA at 4:30
Friday afternoon.

1f:The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Bu&ness Office (4-07) Z75-Ui0l , News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief

David Schlenker

Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Business Manager
Ad Production Manager
Classlfled Manager

Leslie Jorgensen
Crickett Drake
.Paul Owers
Kristen Sweet
R. Scott Horner
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Cindy Cowen
Jim Donato
Tammy Thompson
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necessally those of the Boord of Publications, Unlventty Admlnlltratlon, or Board of
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On the outside looking in
I was on my way south to West Palm Beach to clean
out a house I have for sale when a fellow from West
Germany asked me for a ride at the service station. I
said "yes", so he and his friend climbed aboard.
Roland was 6'3" and looked like Buddy Holly.
Stephen was six feet and liked like the fellow who
played opposite Martin Milner on Adam 12. They
were about 20, carried sleeping and travelling bags
and were attending college. Both were studying economics.
I offered them a place to stay for help in cleaning
the house. They accepted, and we had much to talk
about before the television that night.
"We watch a lot ofyour television shows," one said.
You have great programs, but the news shows here
surprise us. It seems all they report on is drugs and
lottery. Maybe America playing while we and Japan
are working."
That sums it up. Somehow, in the years since
Vietnam, we have become an overtly apathetic nation, with little hope or thought for tomorrow, living
the sweet life (if crack cocaine and lottery playing are
sweet) before the Armegeddon.
Consider this:
-The downtowns of Riviera Beach and Lake Worth
look like war zones, with young adult zombies staggering around trying to sell their bodies for sex in
or der to purchase crack.Houses that were once
rented to the working poor (a term coined by the
Reagan administration) are boarded up and rotting.
-Special lotto booths were installed in the supermarkets this week because ten times the usual
number of people were buying tickets wanting to win
$24 million. At Century Village, scores oflittle people
(senior citizens) waited to buy tickets.
At Westgate's Winn Dixie\ the construction workers of Palm Beach lined up for twenty feet. One recent
Sunday paper placed the lottery drawing as its lead
story.
-Florida's prison system never seems to catch up.
We've been hit with state taxes for jails and prisons,
yet the overcrowding continues.
This results in allegedly non-violent convicts
having their t erms reduced by two-third to one-half.

• ALL STRESSED OUT

Editor:
Being a new student to UCF, it
should come as no SlJerprise that I
already have some complaints .
My first complaint is that no
one seems to know anything;; one
department sends you to the next
and so on ..
Next, like most students, I have

Susan Assad, convicted five years ago of child abuse,
was released recently after just five years in prison.
She watched as her boyfriend systematically tortured five year old Ursula Assad by forcing her to
stand naked in the direct sun for hours, applying lit
cigarettes to her body, starving her and beating her
about the body before finally bashing her head
against the wall. They buried her body in a nearby
lake in a weighted bag, then moved to California.
Susan had a tinge of conscience and told the police,
otherwise she'd never been caught. The boyfriend is
serving 25 years, but he, too, will probably be out in
a few years.
-Workers line up at the convenience stores to but
their six-packs of beer early in the morning. They'll
drink beer as they work all day.
The West Germans told me this country is weird.
"You've forgotten what pride in your work is like,"
said Roland.
The point Roland and Stephen made is that we ar e
different than West Germany. Americans in the
urban areas of Florida are chasing an exist ent ialist
heaven and giving their money a way to gambling and
drugs. Our daily papers headline what has happened. Bank officers, investment firms, stockbrokers
and la wmakers are all being arrested and convicted
of embezzlement, theft or misuse offunds. Investigations area announced daily into another governmentindustrial fraud. Those million dollar houses in Palm
Beach and Wellington are still selling, but now to
Latin American people who pay cash.
The America I knew while attending high school
now only appears as reruns on Nickelodeon. Urban
America is now 'get it man while the getting is good,
and if you're successful, you don't have to ashamed
when you're caught.'
Crime no longer pays. It rewards.

to deal with the financial aid office.
This causes a lot of stress when you
have to talk to a recording and wait
a long time before you ever talk to
anybody or get a busy signal after
waiting.
This really infuriated me when I
called several times- long distancebefore school started.
Qan't UCF hire more live bodies

with the extr a tuition dollars and
increased parking fines?

Matt K iefer
Electrical Engineering
Letters to the Editor must be
'typed and include the author's
signature, major and phone
number.

•

•
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How does UCF get all
those thous.ands of students ~
into such a small space? <:t~j
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ACADEMIC STATUS

by Steven Polinsky

THESE YEARS

do do do do
do do do do

Rod Serling's dog and crap

II

MEETS WE

II

II

ESDAY AT 4 P.M.

IH HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER ·
CALL

11

To share 3 bdrm/2bth house approx. 3/4
mile from UCF. Female non-smoker. $185/
mo. + utU. Call 678-9388.

Bicycle-women' s earthcrulser-NEWI $125.
273-6067 or 236-4350.
Organ- 1982 Wurlitzer 950TA Belonged to
grandparents. Excellent condition. Must
sell- $4500 obo. Call Lou 365-6046.

Sigma Alpha Epsllon
Happy Birthday to Scott (the hook) Smith
and congrats on a great rush.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Slg-Eps 2 busses leaving for Bethune Cookman game. PARlY- before, after. and
during featuring HADJI.
Football practice Tues. and Wed .• 4:00.

Oviedo 2 bdrm/ 2 bath villa, garage.
great for serious student $500/mo. Watson Realty 629-6643.

G reat Prices
Oak waterbed w /satin sheets & bookcase
headboard-$150; Large sofa w/ matching love seat In good shape - $145; love
seat- $25; others: Call Glenda 671-3773 or
679-8453 after 6.

Four students to share large modem
kitchen, 4 bedrooms. 3 miles from UCF.
$250 ea. Incl. cable and utilities. 699-5797

Are you good with children?
I hove an easy childcare job for you with
good pay. In my home, 5 nights. Must
have excellent references and your own
transportation.
Ten minutes from campus, please call
Kim or Uoyd 275-3429.
Errand person- small engineering firm 15-

20 hrs. per week $4 .50 per hour plus

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006. Rush jobs.

..

Excellent word processing - 366-0538.

$0.22 per mile phone 657-4530.
HIRING! Government jobs- your area .
Sl 5.CXXJ - $68,00. Coll (602) 838-8885 Ext.
5780.

WHO IS JOHN GALT?
Admirers of Ayn Rand call 658-6292.
1979 Toyota Corolla- great condition.
Economical, mariual trans. with A/C.
$1200. Call 273-8104. Leave msg. If no

Clean, responsible female wanted to
share brand n£YW house w/ Martin engineer. One mae from campus. $275/month
plus utilities.

W: 356-0367 H: 679-9076
Available 9/12 Own bedroom in WP apt.
Only $140/mo + 1/3 utill 678-6396.
Roommate wanted to share 3bdr. house.
Only 20 mh from campus. $190/mo. and
1/3 utiltles. Cail Alison or Alan 281-9801.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher & microwave
available.
Room foe rent w/uttls. =$200.00/mo.
Tuskawila =10 mlns. to UCF= 671-6355.
Roommate needed to share house In WP.
Own room S200/mo. + 1/3 util. 647-0466.

FURNITURE- exc. cond. Low, low prices.
2069 Aloma s/c near Dunkin· Donuts. Interior Exchange -657-8332.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

Couch, matching arm-rocldng chairs. two
end tables. $225.00 425-1439.

Moving. Need good homes for 2 faithful
famlty adult cats. Neutered. affectionate,
hoUS&-tralned. All shots & county tags. l
white with reddish tinge (part slomese)
and l grey tiger (slamese background).
Names, Lord Byron & Toshko. Call Doug
Foster ext. 2407 / 3410. Nlghts/wknds. 2822579.

Computer Diskettes on Solel 5 1/8 In.
DS00-10 for $5. 3 1/2 In. DSDD-5 for S7.50.
Nome brondsl WhUe they last. Near UCF.
Call 282-8213.
PC Software as low as $2.99. l 000 IBM PC
Compatible Programs. Latest VerslonsPopulartltles. Free catalog . Near UCF. CoB
282-8213.

Sandwich maker-evenings, light, clean
work. Call Beth, JR Jokes 677-4169.
Waitress- some lunches and evenings.
call Beth. JR Jokes 677-4169.

College Female will babysit and give TLC
to your children weekdays/evenings after
4pm . Ask for Kora 281-1142.

SKYDIVE RSI
Are there any jumpers at UCF?
Call for a rk:le to the DZ,658-6292.

Here's the scoop ladles. I'm a very cute,
personable. sensitive
&caring,unlqueperson.l'm5'9'.160.blue
eyes, curly locks & a
short clipped beard. Graduated with
honors from o predomlnontty block univ.
I don't smoke or drink. I'm from
Clermont. I'm 42 but look younger. Not
Into material things. Attend night class.
Seek hetero or bisexual friends.

•

LH 6801

•

FOR

THOSE WHO
DON'T WANT THEIR
NAMES IN THE

..

UCF Student/Faculty/Staff

DIRECTORY
Celebrating 20 Years of Service
1968-88

PLEASE GO ·To THE
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING ROOM 282,
STUDENT AFFAIRS
AND FILL OUT A . NO

DISCLOSURE
FORM ..·
•

•
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one person to catch the ball."
"We just need to go out and
do our job and not worry about
it," added Beckton.
Running backs Perry Balasis and Mark Giacone have
recovered from injuries to anchor the backfield. McDowell
also praised the play of junior
0
Gil Barnes and said he could
challenge Giacone for a starting tailback job.
Defensively, the team has
1D't'GAME DA
four three-year starters re.1\L
CllA
turningfortheirfinalyear, led
September 2, 10, 17•clctober1, 8, 15, 28
by inside linebacker Wyatt
THE GOODTIME GANG invites you and all your UCF friends to the
Bogan. Bogan missed last seat t t ·1 t
·
son due to a broken foot after
grea es ai ga e parties. ever! Get a Tailgate Kriight's mug and enjoy 22 oz.
receiving All-American honors
DRAFT BE~Ralong with hamburgers off our sidewalk grill. At game time,
in1986. Bogan was named the
board the city buses for .~h~ stadium. Aft~r the game-continue the party with
1988 Football News preseason
free admission by presentmg your game ticket.
defensive "Player of the Year"
rli-PP~~...•••••i.-~
for Division II.
\.rF~R~IN~G~4;2~2:;;-~2~4;.;3:_:4:.,-. ...-...~............lliiA.~
"Bogan has not missed a
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:__ _ _ _ _-J beat and has shown good positive leadership," said McDowell. "The injury has helped him
as he is a year older and wiser."
McDowell thought inside
linebacker would be a strong
position with the addition of
Bill Stewart.
UWe moved Stewart from
strong safety to linebacker and
he took to the position very
well," said McDowell. "He is a
CARLOS SOSA
GRANT JONES
SUSAN KRUSE
HOLLY A. VAN DEURSEN
natur3.l."
Three year starters Steve
Spears and Joe Simmons will
anchor the defensive line.
Spears and Simmons were the
fourth and sixth leading tacklers last year, respectively.
Keith Evans will provide
depth in the secondary. Newcomer Eric Buckley will start
at a safety position whie freshmen Walter Gibson and Michael Harris will vie for the
backup comerback position.
"We like to redshirt all of
our first-year freshmen," said
McDowell. "And barring injury, the only true freshmen
Mn: Structural Engineering. University of Virginia, Fi· Uc Santa Cruz, Marine Biol· University of Michigan, MBA
who might play are the two
Analyzing and designing nance. Studies fluctuating ogy. Studies behavior of blue candidate. Assisted on pnccomerbacks."
bridges. Developed work.mg stock and money market whales and effect of environ- ing projects for GM. The HPWhile last year's team won
several
lopsided games, the
model of a double spancirel arch trends. Assisted head trader ment on distribution of mar- 17Bofferseasyalgebraicentry.
schedule was the toughest in
bridge.The HP-288 helps him in Yen at Chlcago Mercantile ine mammals The new, easy Plus time value of money, cash
Division II. This year's schedule will also be the nation's
analyze structural stress and Exchange.The HP-12C with to use HP-228 has a built-in flows and linear regression to
toughest, according to McDowgeometry. It's the only calcu- RPN lets hun analyze prices, equation library with solver, analyze budgets and forecasts .
ell. Five Division I-AA opponents
are on tap.
lator that lets him do both syme~
HP Solve lets her enter her own
The
team would also like to
bolic algebra and calculus.
·V
form ulas and solve for any
return to the playoffs, which
vanable.
It features
would mean at least eight victories.
Hewlett powerful
"Ultimately, we want to go
matrix math and graphics capPackard's calculators are built
undefeated and win the NCAA
abilities. And HP Solve lets him
•
for your success. Look for them
Championship," said McDowell. "And if we have the necesgiving
her
access
to
the
most
at
your
campus
bookstore.
Or
net
present
value
and
ratios,
solve custom formulas without
sary work habits as coaches
programming. With more than internal rate of return. He can commonly used scientific call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 658E,
and players, we can do it."
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programs. The HP- 12C is the

linear regression. And alge-

We never stop asking "What if. ..

the HP-28S is the ultimate sci-

established standard in fi-

braic entry. The ideal student

entific calculator.

nancial calculators.

science calculator.
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Willis, Jones downplay QB controversy;
McDowell enjoys unique signal-callers
by Bill Foxwonhy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

.

With two able, similar quarterbacks to choose from fo,. one
starting position, and th~ first
game yet to be played, one
might expect a good ol' quarterback controversy to be
brewing over near the Wayne
Den sch Sports Center.
Noway.
Still, one might expect
sophomore Shane Willis and
redshirt freshman Rudy Jones
to see each other as an obstacle
standing in the way to personal progress.
Wrong.
Or, at least it could be expected they would say about
each other things like: "Off the
field we're not really friends.
He's a jerk and I'm not."
Wrong again.
The battle between quarterbacks Willis and Jones was
over almost before it began,
with Willis getting the nod as
starter. They applaud each
other's good play and encour-

age each other to do better.
You won't find a fight here.
"There's no controversy at
all," assures Willis. We've
always been friends. There's
no way we could hate each
other."
"We get along real well,"
added Jones, "He's real close to
me. He's my brother away
from home."
Not only are they great
friends, they have a lot in
common, too. Both were rated
in the top ten among quarterbacks in high school and were
recruited heavily by Division
I-A schools. Jones was being
followed by Louisville, and
Willis by Florida State U niversity. But something else they
have in common kept them
from
attending
those
schools-their height. The
schools recruiting Willis and
Jones thought that each was 6foot-l. Both are 5-foot-11.
"The recruiters came to look
at us and said, 'sorry, you can't
play for us because you're not
over six feet tall. m Willis said.
So when Willis graduated

from Lakeland High School
and Jones from Miami High,
they made their way to UCF,
became friends, and began
their march to stardom.
Well, almost.
Both were redshirted last
year, but in the Knights' final
game of the year, Willis was
called on to try to pull out a
playoff victory against Troy
State. Not only did UCF lose
the game, but Willis lost a year
of elegibility.
"It was hard on me to lose to
Troy State," Willis said. "I
don't like to lose and I'm not
used to it either," (his team
finished13-1 his senior year).
Willis is what Coach Gene
McDowell calls "a field general" who can lead the team.
"Shane Willis is uncanny in
his ability to hit the target and
execute the offense," McDowell said. "He's going to be a very
fine quarterback."
Offensive Coordinator and
former NFL quarterback Mike
Kruczek: "Shane has all the
l;eadershjp qualities that a
good quarterback needs."

And although McDowell , playing behind Willis.
"I'll get my time and plenty
views Willis as the starter, he
of action in," he said. "When
still believes in Jones.
"Rudy Jones has better arm Shane's out there playing I feel
strength and footspeed," he good for him. If it's better for
said."He's dangerous when he the team then that's fine."
gets back there in the pocket.
"I'd love to be out there but I
Even when the receivers are don't have any grudges
covered he can hurt a defense." against him," Jones said. Willis is just as quick as
"I want to put Rudy in after
McDowell to point out Jones' a few.series and play him every
ability.
chance I get) so should it be"He's got all the physical come necessary to put him in,
talent," Willis said. "He's got a he can do the job," McDowell
cannon for an arm."
said.
But Willis isn't exactly
Willis and Jones are confiselling himself short, either.
dent they can each move the
"I. feel I can play against offense when called upon, and
anybody," he said, confidently. and aren't worried about
"I can strong-arm the ball strain on their relationship.
down the field or I can put
"We try to help each other,"
touch on the ball.
Willis said. "We want to end up
"But I still have to work with an undefeated season;
hard to stay up with Rudy's that's what everybody's here
for.
level of play."
But it's Willis who will be
"Defenses are going to have
the starter.
to take on both of us; we're like
"Shane is going to be in most cream and sugar."
of the time and also when the
"Salt and pepper." chipped
game is in doubt," McDowell in Jones.
said.
"You can't take one without
Jones isn't disturbed about the other."
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Knights looking for leadership
1987 squad.
will replace Slack with fresh"Practices have been. going man redshirt Rudy Jones
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
very well and the toughest backing him up. McDowell
weeks are behind us," said was pleased with both players'
The talent is there.
. McDowell. "The three weeks of practice performance. Willis
The attitude and leadership three-a-day practices and the saw only one-half of action last
are not. Not yet, anyway.
first week of classes are always year, playing in the Troy State
game.
"Physically, we are proba- tough.
"Willis does not have the
"W_~ probably have the bestbly equal to last year's team,"
great
rapport that Slack had
said Football Coach Gene conditioned team we have
with
his
receivers but that
McDowell. "But what I do not had."
McDowell added their was comes with time," said offenknow about this team is do we
know the role attitude plays in only one seri?us injury in pre- sive tackle David Underwood.
performance.
season practice. Second-team "But he adds another dimen"And do we have someone to fullback Joel Berry will miss sion to our offense that Slack
step up and show us."
~he season due to a knee in- did not have and that is scrambling ability.
The UCF football team lost Jury.
"His mobility will turn some
a load of experience and leadOffensi~ely, the team will
ership from last year's 9-4 try to duplicate the feats oflast sacks into long gains."
Underwood, a three-year
team that bowed to eventual- year's team, the most explostarter,
will lead a group of
national champion Troy State, sive in UCF hlstory. However,
31-1 oin the Division II semifi- among the losses from last linemen who want to keep
nals. The team has spent the year are quarterback Darin Willis from having to
scramble. Other top returnees
last month working on filling Slack and Bernard Ford. . .
Sophomore Shane Willis on the offensive line are center
voids left by 15 starters off the
by Chris Brady

Craig Marsden, guard Andrew
Bishop and center/guard Troy
French.
Tight end Don Grayson
started last year but is out
with a knee injury. When he
returns, McDowell feels he
will strengthen the line as well
as the receivers.
"Grayson is an outstanding
tight end who is having trouble
with a knee he injured last
spring," said McDowell. "He
will probably miss the first two
or three games."
Wideouts Arnell Spencer
and Sean Beckton return to
lead a group of receivers.
However, they are not concerned with trying to replace
Ford.
"The coaches say we can't
replace Bernard, but I feel we
are better than last year," said
Spencer, who had 800 receiv-

ing yards last year. "We have
the ability to look to more than
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 13

Black blanks
Gold, 17-0, in a
defensive show
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

0111 FoxwonttylCENTRAL FLORIDA FUluHt:

Members of the football team square off in preseason practice in preparation for Friday's game.

The varsity Black blanked scout-team Gold, 17-0
Friday night at Florida Citrus-Bowl Orlando, ending
UCF football's preseason practice.
But by evening's end, observers left hoping two
factors - the weather and lack of offensive execution
-wouldnotcloudnext week's opener against Bethune
Cookman-College.
Rain slowed the work of both offenses, leaving the
defenses to dominate.
Quarterback Shane Willis, who completed 6-of-10
passes for 59 yards, led his team to just 10 first-half
points. Second-team quarterback Rudy Jones was
only 2-for-6 with 28 yards passing.
Travis Allen gave the varsity a 3-0 lead on its first
possession with a 21-ya~d field goal. Tailback Gil
Barnes ran 5 yards to complete the first-half scoring.
The evening's big play, however, occured in the
second half. Third-string tailback Angel Mesa scampered 59 yards for a touchdown for a 1 7-0 varsity lead
to complete the scoring.

Barker emerges· from shadow, heads UCF soccer teams
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In his first head coaching position at
the collegiate- level, Bill Barker has
high aims for his debut soccer season.
"I want both programs to go as far as
they can," said Barker. "The men have
never been into the Division I playoffs
and we would like the women to return
to the Final Four."
Barker, who was a UCF assistant
coach for four seasons, replaced Jim
Rudy last month as UCF's head soccer
coach. Rudy resigned to become the
Coach of the women's soccer team at
the University of Massachusetts.
Barker is confident his apprenticeship under Rudy will help him now.
"Coach Rudy is a big influence," said
Barker, who was Rudy's teammate at
Rollins in 1971. "There were a lot of
head coaching positions available that
I did not pursue because I was in a
better situation at UCF gaining experience under him."
Barker refers to his playing days as
a coaching advantage. He played at

handled Rudy's departure.
"When a person like Rudy, who has
been the program chooses to leave, it is
always hard to accept,"said Barker.
"It's like Tom Landry leaving the Dallas Cowboys but on a smaller scale.
"But the players realize that they
have to accept it and go on because we
have things to do."
The fact that Barker was already in
the program made the transition easier. He recruited most of the players
and already knows all of them. The
system is also basically the same.
"It is not a total change as what is
demanded of them and the practices
are the same," said Barker. "But I do
have a different personality."
. Barker emphasized that this preseason hasn't been any different than
Rollins where he was the leading scorer past years, except for a few personnel
in 1972 and 1973. He also had a brief and administrative moves.
stint in the professional ranks as well.
"I am going about this season like
"I feel somebody who learned the any other," he said. "The only differ.game by playing has an advantage over ence is there is not another person to
those who learn by textbooks," said fall back on if a problem rises.
Barker. "Acoach whohasplayedisable
Until a fulltime assistant is hired
to relate better to the players."
sometime next year, Barker will be
Barker has been pleased with the helped by former UCF players Amy
progress of both teams and how they Allmann, Dan Cordia and Robert Hei-

\\When a person like Rudy ·
chooses to leave, it is always hard to accept. It's like
Tom Landry leaving the
Dallas Cowboys but on a

smaller scale ...
But the players realize that
they have to move on because we have things to
do."
Bill Barker
Soccer Coach
leman.
Rudy left his name in UCF soccer
history by putting the Knights on the •
national map. Now Barker and his
players want to stay there.
"A lot of people don't expect us to do ..
well because Rudy left," said senior
Ryan Battle. "But Coach Barker is a
good coach and we want to prove those
people wrong."
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